A biochemical-based model for the dosimetry of dietary organically bound tritium--Part 2: Dosimetric evaluation.
In this paper the dosimetry for a novel form of physiological model, whose biokinetics are governed by the overall metabolic reactions of the principal nutrients carbohydrates, fats and proteins, is evaluated by compartmental analysis. Two models of differing complexity, called the HCNO-S and HCNO-C models, were developed from parameters evaluated in an accompanying paper. The simpler form has single compartments representing the principal nutrients. The more complex model includes compartments representing the longer-term retention of carbohydrates as glycogen, fats as adipose tissue, and proteins in bone and soft tissues. The effective doses for various tritiated intakes are the same, or similar, as calculated by the two HCNO models, except for tritiated protein. The dose coefficient for an intake of tritiated water is approximately 8% greater than that recommended by the ICRP when the tritium body burden is considered as a homogenous pool. However, when the composition of individual organs is taken into account, the dose coefficient for an HTO intake is approximately 22% greater than the ICRP value. The HCNO-C dose coefficient for OBT in a normal diet is 5.0 x 10(-11) Sv Bq(-1), which is 1.2-fold greater than the ICRP dose coefficient for an OBT intake. The HCNO-C composition model gave organ and tissue doses with the largest range for a tritiated Reference Man dietary intake, the highest dose (red marrow, then breast) being around three-fold the lowest. A property of the HCNO models, important for bioassay analyses, is that a major part (> 90%) of an OBT intake is oxidized and excreted as HTO, which is physiologically more accurate than the current ICRP OBT model. The effective dose of specific tritiated foods, e.g., rice and wheat, was evaluated on the basis of their constituents.